This model is one of the possible geometrical interpretations of Quantum Mechanics where found to every image Path correspondence the geodesic trajectory of classical test particles in the random geometry of the stochastic fields background. We are finding to the imagined Feynman Path a classical model of test particles as geodesic trajectory in the curved space of Projected Hilbert space on Bloch's sphere.
where G is a Riemannian inner product on H and Ω is a symplectic form, that is
with (·, ·) denoting standard L 2 inner product. The symplectic form Ω revealed in (1) can acquire its dynamical content if one uses the special stochastic representation of QM.
In our simulation of quantum trajectories we consider the behavior of classical test particles which get the property analogue to quantum-statistical property because the influence of random geometry. In our case we consider a differential equations with random coefficients. For example, the relative interval ℓ between two test particles in classical gravitational fields from random sources is described by deviation equations of General Relativity Theory [1] . In our case we have the stochastic deviation equation
Here R i kmn (j)-Riemann's tensor of gravitational fields from random sources by different objects in Universe, f (j)-stochastic constant with particular case f (j) = 0). By the indexes j = 1, 2, 3, ... we denoted the number of the single field from the set of the objects in the Universe. Here i, k, m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3. In our model random gravitational fields get stochastic oscillations of relative intervals between two particles.
From (1) it follows that random gravitational fields get the oscillations, which are described by the deviation equations. The solution of these differentials equations is the exponent [2] . As it is easy to check it satisfies the equations (1),
It is analogy to Feynman's kernel [3] . In 3-dimentional form we have ℓ
Where S(j) = p m x m is action function. In particular case of one-dimension oscillations of the deviation equations we have the equations of the oscillations of two particles
It is easy to check that the exponent ℓ (4) with the indexes a = 1, 2, 3. The quantitative ℓ(j) with the random phase Φ(j, t) = iω(j)t corresponds to each gravitational field with the index j and Riemann's tensor R i kmn (j). In the common case the random phase is
In the common case for having the result we must sum on the gravitational fields
From General Relativity Theory the action function in the vacuum with the metric g ik of gravitational fields is
Let's compare (2) with the function
And let's substitute this function to (6), (7). Then Feynman's kernel for the movement of our object from the point a to b with the quantitative (3) is
In our case every phase of the trajectory is proportional to the action function
For the interval ∆ℓ we have the probability distribution of the particle
Here σ ℓ is a constant of the distribution function. For this distribution function we can write 1.
If the interval of the particle distribution ∆ℓ 2 = g ik ∆x i ∆x k in PseudoRiemann's space is small i.e. extends to zero then the probability of the observing the particle in this interval extends to unit.
2.
If the interval ∆ℓ in the Pseudo-Riemann's space extends to the infinitive then the probability to observe this particle in this interval extends to the zero.
3. The probability to observe the particle in intervals ∆ℓ(x 2 , x 1 )+∆ℓ(x 3 , x 2 ) ≥ ∆ℓ(x 3 , x 1 ) is P 21 + P 32 ≤ P 31 .
4.
If the interval extends to the zero then probability to observe the particle extend to the unit.
Here and later we have deal with the similar-time intervals or the similarspace intervals.
5. If the interval extends to the infinite quantities than probability is zero. For the probability interval to observe the particle in the velocity interval ∆u i is
or
where σ-is a constant for this distribution, m-is the mass of this particle, W -is the energy of the oscillation for the particle with its have in random fields. For the single particle root-mean-square deviation (∆u i ) 2 of the velocity is connected to the action function S. We can think that the dispersion is a characteristic of the geometrical background and then we have
where we denotes
-is the action function for the particle with the mass m. Than Schredinger's wave-function is corresponds to the geometrical function
which mean the angle correspondences to the area S on the spherical surface of the phase space p and x.
In 3-dimentional space we can write the classical Hamilton's equation
with the continuous equation for the probability density ψ 2 = a 2 ,
Than we have the analogue of the Schredinger's equation for the geometrical function (15) defined by (7) 
When we sum the classical path integrals for the geodesic trajectories from random curved space considered as geometrical interpretation of the image Feynman's trajectories. In this case we used test particles with the small mass and size for the non-perturbation observation.
